The genomic organisation and nucleotide sequence of the HLA-SB(DP) alpha gene
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ABSTRACT
We have isolated a unique fragment of the HLA-DR alpha gene and probed human genomic DNA at low stringency to search for homologous sequences. A minimum of six non-polymorphic cross-hybridizing high molecular weight fragments were found in all DNAs examined. In order to obtain molecular clones of these cross-hybridizing fragments, we constructed lambda and cosmid libraries of human DNA and screened them at low stringency with the HLA-DR alpha gene specific subclone. We have isolated clones corresponding to each of the six fragments and, in this paper, describe those which contain the gene encoding HLA-SB(DP) alpha.

INTRODUCTION
The major histocompatibility complex immune response (class II) region encodes a group of heterodimeric cell-surface glycoproteins which are essential elements of mammalian immunity and which are implicated in many of its failures (reviewed in 1). The polymorphic character of these gene products has allowed the functional, structural, and genetic dissection of this region. The HLA-SB(DP) immune response subregion, originally described by Shaw and coworkers (2), can be detected by the stimulatory effect of these antigens in primed lymphocyte cultures. Its products have been demonstrated to function as restriction elements in the presentation of foreign antigen to T cells (3). Five alleles of SB have been demonstrated (4) and the complex has been mapped approximately 3.3 cM centromeric to HLA-DR (5). Coincident with these functional and genetic studies, the SB subregion has been approached by molecular biologists exploiting the homology between the sequences of the genes encoding these proteins and...
those of the DR subregion. First cDNA (6,7), and more recently, genomic clones (8,9,10,11) sharing homology with DR alpha have been isolated. Those encoding SB gene products have been identified by comparison with the amino acid sequence of Hurley et. al. (12). This paper reports the isolation of cosmid and lambda clones encompassing over 70kb of DNA from the SB subregion including individual clones which contain pairs of complete SB alpha and SB beta genes. We have determined the nucleotide sequence of over 14kb of DNA encoding the SB alpha gene. This sequence, together with that of Kelly and Trowsdale (13), completes the sequence of the functional SB alpha and beta genes. Furthermore, we provide evidence for additional SB related sequences and evidence suggestive of novel evolutionary mechanisms operative in this gene family.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of Libraries of Human DNA

High molecular weight human DNA was isolated by the method of Blin and Stafford (14) from the HLA-hemizygous lymphoblastoid cell line 3.1.0 (HLA-A2, B27, Cw1, DR1, SB4) (15) kindly provided by Dr. D. Pious. Following partial Sau3A digestion, fragments of 15-25kb and 30-50kb were fractionated by sucrose density centrifugation. Appropriately sized fragments were ligated into the cosmid vectors pJB8 (16) or pCOS2 (17), or the lambda vector charon 28 (18) with T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). Recombinant DNAs were packaged into lambda phage particles utilising freeze-thaw and sonic extracts prepared by the method of Hohn (19) from E.coli strains BHB2688 and BHB2690. Host cells for lambda libraries were LE392 and for cosmid libraries, HB101. Recombinant clones were obtained at efficiencies of 10\(^5\) cosmids and 10\(^7\) phage/microgram insert DNA. Lambda clones were also obtained from the HaeIII-AluI library of human placental DNA constructed by Dr. T. Maniatis (20).
Sources of Probes

DNA fragments for Southern blotting, library screening, and sequencing were isolated by subcloning into plasmid vectors pBR322 or pBR328 and subsequent extraction from low melting temperature agarose. In order to completely eliminate contaminating vector sequences from probes used to screen libraries at low stringencies, fragments were subjected to an additional subcloning into lambda gt WES (21) followed by isolation of the fragment from low melting temperature agarose. DR alpha like sequences were detected using the 3.1kb EcoRl-EcoRl fragment of a DR alpha genomic clone which we have described previously (22,23). DR beta like sequences in the lambda and cosmid clones were detected using the DR beta cDNA probe (24) kindly provided by Dr. H. McDevitt. DNA fragments were nick translated to a specific activity of greater than 10^8 cpm/microgram.

Restriction Mapping of Clones

Restriction maps of lambda clones were generated by probing Southern blots of partial digests of lambda DNA. Restriction maps of cosmid clones were determined by probing blots of single, double, and triple digests of cosmid DNAs prepared by standard procedures.

DNA Sequencing

Libraries of DNA fragments for sequence analysis were constructed by sonication of intact plasmid subclones, followed by ligation of S1 treated, Klenow filled, size selected fractions into SmaI-cut phosphatase treated M13mp8 (Amersham). Recombinant DNAs were transfected into JM101 and clones for template preparation were selected by hybridization of appropriate probes to plaque lifts. Templates were prepared by published methods and sequenced by the method of Sanger and Coulson (25). Electrophoresis in Hong's buffer gradient gels (26) with slight
modifications enabled over 500 nucleotides to be determined from a single template with no detectable loss of accuracy. Overlapping sequences were aligned using the DBCOMP and DBUTIL programs of Staden (27). The resulting database consisted of 247 templates and 59507 determinations (average = 241 determinations/template). Each of the 14646 assigned nucleotides was determined from at least three templates (average = 4.1 determinations/nucleotide). The juxtaposition of the three sequenced subclones was confirmed by subcloning and sequencing the overlapping HindIII-BamHI and HindIII-HindIII fragments as indicated in figure 1. The resulting sequence was analysed using the Wisconsin group of programs (28).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have previously described the isolation of a lambda phage clone of HLA-DR alpha utilising the primer extension method (29,22,23). Hybridization of subclones of this clone in whole genome Southern blots indicate that while both the 4.4kb EcoRI-EcoRI and the 1.9kb SstI-EcoRI fragments containing the first exon and intron of DR alpha include sequences highly repeated in the human genome, the 3.1kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment containing the second through fifth exons hybridizes to a single band under conditions of high stringency (0.1xSSC, 68°C). Under lowered stringency conditions (3xSSC, 50°C), the 3.1kb fragment, when labelled to high specific activity, hybridizes weakly, but distinctly, to a minimum of six nonpolymorphic Eco RI bands of greater than 5kb in a panel of DNA's from five HLA-nonidentical cell lines.

Lambda and cosmid libraries of human DNA were screened at low stringency with the 3.1kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment in order to obtain molecular clones of these fragments. Two strongly hybridizing and six weakly hybridizing clones were isolated from a cosmid library of HLA-hemizygous 3.1.0. DNA containing
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Figure 1. Molecular map of the HLA-SB(DP) subregion. (i) Restriction map of 70kb from the SB subregion. Closed boxes indicate regions of hybridization with the alpha probe and open boxes indicate regions hybridizing with the beta probe. Individual exons and introns are indicated where determined by sequence analysis. (ii) Indicates the extent of the individual overlapping cosmid and lambda clones. Clones cos SB1-SB5 and lambda D were isolated from libraries of 3.1.0 DNA, lambda (8+RI) was isolated from the library of human placental DNA (20). (iii) Restriction map of the sequenced 11kb, 4kb, and 2kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragments containing SB alpha. The open box indicates the first exon of SB beta, the closed boxes indicate the exons of SB alpha, the striped box indicates the position of the region of sequence sharing homology with the IgC epsilon genes (see text and figure 3), and the stippled box indicates the location of a Kpn element. The solid bar at the bottom shows the position of the HindIII-HindIII and HindIII-BamHI fragments sequenced to confirm the alignment of the three EcoRI-EcoRI fragments.

Approximately 500,000 clones. An additional five weakly hybridizing clones were isolated from the lambda libraries. Five of the weakly hybridizing cosmid clones and two of the lambda clones were found to overlap in a single group, as determined by restriction fragment analysis (figure 1). As indicated in figure 1, both the 3.1kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment of DR alpha and the DR beta cDNA probe hybridize to two regions within the cluster.
Linkage of the alpha-1 and beta-1 genes was confirmed by DNA sequencing (see below). The relative direction of transcription of these two genes was determined as head to head by comparing the hybridization patterns of the 4.2kb MspI-MspI fragment isolated from lambda (8+RI), which contains the first exons of both genes, to the patterns obtained with the DR alpha 3.1kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment and the DR-beta cDNA probe. The completeness of the SB alpha-1 and SB beta-1 genes within individual cosmid clones (cos SB1-3) was determined by sequence localization of the 3' untranslated exon of SB alpha and by the presence of additional alpha hybridizing sequences downstream from the SB beta-1 gene. The alpha-2 and beta-2 regions presumably correspond to the SB alpha pseudogene described by Servenius et. al. (10) and the SB beta pseudogene described by Kappes et. al. (30). The overall arrangement of the cluster is in close agreement with the recent data of several groups (8,9,10,31).

The DR alpha hybridizing 11kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment of lambda (8+RI) was initially selected for sequence analysis. Templates constructed from this fragment and selected with the DR alpha probe corresponded predominantly to the highly conserved third exon (encoding the alpha-2 domain). Comparison of this sequence with the SB alpha cDNA sequence (6) allowed the preliminary identification of the clone as SB alpha. As shown in figure 2, the complete sequence confirms this identification. The translated genomic sequence is identical to the SB alpha cDNA sequence of Auffray et. al. (7) and differs by one nucleotide in the fourth exon from that of Erlich (6). The untranslated sequences are also identical with the exception of a dinucleotide insertion, TC, in the 3' untranslated regions of both our and Auffray's sequence relative to Erlich's. These identities, together with the absence of restriction fragment length...
polymorphisms between the alpha regions of the 3.1.0 cosmid clones and those of other haplotypes (8,9,10,31) further attest to the extremely limited polymorphism of the SB alpha immune response genes.

The complete nucleotide sequence of the SB alpha gene is presented in figure 2. The overall organisation of the gene is analogous to other alpha genes with a large (3584bp) intron separating the leader peptide and first two codons of the mature protein from the tightly linked second, third, and fourth exons. A comparison of intron and exon sizes of available alpha genomic sequences is presented in table 1. The conservation of intron sizes, with the notable exception of SB alpha intron 4 (see below), is impressive in these otherwise considerably diverged genes. A similar conservation of intron and exon sizes has been observed in other gene families such as the globin genes (reviewed in 32).

Our results confirm the tight linkage of the SB alpha and beta genes, as well as the presence of several putative

Figure 2. The complete nucleotide sequence of the HLA-SB(DP) alpha gene from the lambda clone (8+RI) including the alpha-beta intergenic region and the first exon of the SB beta gene. Letters indicate: (a) the first exon of SB beta, as indicated by Kelly and Trowsdale (13); (b) the locations of the beta consensus sequence, the single nucleotide substitution and the beta proximal 13bp inverted repeat; (c) the analogous alpha consensus sequence, single nucleotide substitution and inverted repeat; (d) the first exon of SB alpha as determined by comparison with the cDNA sequence of Erlich (6). A leader peptide of 31 amino acids is indicated although a shorter, 25 amino acid leader may be utilised. As is the case for other related alpha genes, the first two amino acids of the mature protein are also encoded in this exon. (e) indicates the position of sequences of unknown origin or function involved in a complex 27bp inverted and 19bp direct repeat; (f) the location of the second exon encoding 82 amino acids of the alpha-1 domain of the mature protein; (g) the third exon encoding 94 amino acids of the highly conserved alpha-2 domain; (h) the fourth exon encoding 51 amino acids of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains. The box at (i) indicates the location of the sequences sharing homology with the IgC epsilon genes (see figure 3). The 39bp inverted repeats are indicated by the arrows. (j) indicates the position of the fifth exon encoding the 3'-untranslated region as determined by comparison with the cDNA sequence (6). The box at (k) indicates the position of a repetitive element of the Kpn family.
Table 1. Intron/exon sizes and % homologies of genes related to HLA-SB(DP) alpha. (a) values omit 5' untranslated sequences, (b) values from exon 5 start to first nucleotide of polyadenylation signal. (c) nucleotides/%homology with SB alpha. Data compiled from the NIH-GenBank database (28).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E1(a)</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>E5(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>3584</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>3289</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>82/50(c)</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>246/68</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>282/75</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>166/61</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>263(366)/46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UX</td>
<td>82/65</td>
<td>3500*</td>
<td>249/61</td>
<td>250*</td>
<td>282/74</td>
<td>201*</td>
<td>175/60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>282/72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>175/59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-E</td>
<td>82/57</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>246/61</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>282/64</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>169/59</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>312/38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

regulatory elements, including the alpha consensus sequence (c in figure 2) noted by Kelly and Trowsdale (13). This consensus sequence of 54 nucleotides is 69% homologous to a sequence located at an equivalent position immediately upstream from the DR alpha gene. Our sequence of the 2.3kb alpha-beta intergenic region is identical to that of Kelly and Trowsdale (13) with exception of substitutions of C>G at position 457 and G>A at position 2263. These substitutions are notable in that they occur in analogous positions between the perfect 13bp inverted repeat common to the two SB genes and the alpha and beta consensus sequences immediately upstream of each gene (b and c in figure 2). Bestfit analysis (28) of the beta-proximal half of the intergenic region with the alpha-proximal half selects an imperfect 23bp inverted repeat that includes these two nucleotide positions, further emphasizing the possible biological significance of these intergenic polymorphisms. We have not detected any additional sequence elements shared between this region or other noncoding regions in the SB alpha sequence and other sequenced immune response genes.

As noted above, the sequences five prime to the DR alpha gene are highly repeated in the human genome. In contrast, the sequences five prime to the SB alpha gene are not. In fact, hybridization of the 4.2kb MspI-MspI fragment containing the first exons of SB alpha and SB beta and the intergenic region in
whole genome Southern blots reveals the presence of three strongly hybridizing high molecular weight (7-12kb) Eco RI bands in DNA from the 3.1.0 cell line, at least one of which is polymorphic. One of these bands is accounted for by the SB intergenic region and another by the second region of hybridization of the 4.2kb MspI-MspI fragment in the cosmid cluster near the beta-2 gene (see figure 1). The third band remains unaccounted for and, consequently, suggests the presence of another alpha, beta, or intergenic region closely related to the SB complex in the human genome.

Hybridization of nick translated human DNA to restriction digests of the cosmid and lambda clones indicates that highly repetitive sequence elements are interspersed throughout the 70kb SB subregion. Analysis of the available genomic sequence indicates the presence of several Alu and Kpn family repetitive elements (13) as well as intermediately repetitive elements (9) within the introns of SB beta. In contrast, the introns of SB alpha appear to be free of highly repetitive sequences as determined by hybridization and sequence analysis, suggesting the possible restriction of such elements to the polymorphic members of this gene family. A Kpn family repetitive element is located approximately one kilobase downstream from the fifth SB alpha exon (figure 2).

In contrast to the 3.1kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment of DR alpha which contains exons two through five and is essentially unique in the genome, the roughly analogous 4.8kb HindIII-HindIII fragment of SB alpha, which contains exons two through four, appears to hybridize as an intermediately repeating element. Between ten and twenty Eco RI bands are apparent over a diffuse background in whole genome Southern blots. As noted above, a major structural distinction between the two genes in this region is the presence of an unusually large fourth intron in SB alpha
Figure 3. Alignment of the homologous IgC epsilon and HLA-SB(DP) alpha sequences. Cel indicates the sequence approximately 8kb upstream from the functional IgC epsilon gene. Ce2 indicates the homologous sequence directly upstream from the deleted pseudogene. Both sequences are from Hisajima et. al. (33). SBa indicates the sequence from the fourth intron of SB alpha (pos. 8641-9078 in figure 2). Arrows indicate the positions of the 39bp inverted repeats. The TGGGG pentanucleotide at the IgC-epsilon pseudogene deletion endpoint is underlined (see text for further details).

(737bp in DR alpha versus 3289bp in SB alpha). Comparison of the sequence of this intron with the NIH-GenBank nucleotide sequence data library (28) revealed a striking homology with sequences studied by Hisajima et. al. (33) upstream from the IgC epsilon pseudo and IgC epsilon functional genes. As shown in figure 3, there is a 73% homology between the SB alpha intron sequence and the IgC epsilon gene over 300bp. In the pseudogene, this homology ends abruptly at the pentanucleotide TGGGG characteristic of Ig switch regions. A deletion at this site is thought to be in part responsible for the inactivation of the second IgC epsilon gene (33). The homology of the SB alpha intron sequence with the IgC epsilon functional gene extends beyond the TGGGG deletion endpoint through a 39bp sequence which is repeated nearly perfectly (90%) in an inverted fashion 1.5kb downstream.
near the beginning of SB alpha exon 5 (figures 2 and 3). This repeat does not appear to be present in the available IgC epsilon sequence nor are these sequences found elsewhere in the SB region sequence. As Hisajima et. al. (33) have noted, it is conceivable that the Ig switch mechanism may be involved in germline rearrangements such as the deletion of sequences near IgC epsilon, and, in this case, the apparent insertion of DNA in the SB alpha gene relative to DR alpha. Although it seems more likely that these sequences are involved primarily in such rearrangements, we cannot rule out the possibility that they are involved in a functional relationship between the SB and IgC epsilon genes or gene products.

In conclusion, we have described the structure and genomic organisation of the gene encoding HLA-SB(DP) alpha. The clones described, containing pairs of complete SB alpha and SB beta genes, together with the ability to obtain integration and expression of exogenous DNA in transgenic animals, will provide a favourable model system in which to study the function and regulation of the SB genes and gene products.
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